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The Kansas City Artists Coalition is proud to announce the results of the 34th annual juried competition,
The River Market Regional Exhibition (RMRE).
Broadly, the hope, was to see what artists are thinking about this time in our history when there is so
much turmoil and division; when much of what we value is being dismissed, undermined, or destroyed.
We asked if you are responding to what is happening in the world right now? Are you making
art with overt political statements? empowering images? community messages? no direct response
artistically? will you keep on keeping on?
We asked artists to show us their artwork. Nothing was excluded from the jury process. We asked
the curator to select an exhibition that is interesting, compelling, and noteworthy. All styles, media,
subjects were considered. The resulting exhibition is a thoughtful exhibition of what artists are thinking
and making now.
RMRE was unrestricted in media and subject matter and open to artists from Nebraska, Iowa,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas, and Missouri; and to members of the Kansas City Artists Coalition and
the African American Artist Collective.
This exhibition and the catalog will celebrate these artists and to promote them nationally.

CurlEE raVEn Holton
JUROR
The theme of the exhibition is TRuTh TRusT
TRANsCENd, a subject that embodies our state of
being, our reality, the strength of our beliefs, and
our ability to go beyond our limits.
Furthermore, this theme underscores the three
foundations of the artist practice: artists are either
collectors of experiences, judges of experiences, or
makers of experiences.
Artists who are collectors of experiences often
assemble objects, or incorporate found objects,
that are connected to memory or “residue” of
the natural world. For those that are judges of
experiences, their practice involves commentary
and assertions of meaning that can be geared
towards a political as well as cultural signiicance.
Makers of experiences create works that can
take various forms such as abstract paintings,
installations, or performance work, that invite the
viewer to interpret and insert themselves into the
meaning of the work.

Painter and printmaker Curlee Raven holton is the Executive
director of the david C. driskell Center and senior artist-inresidence in the department of Art at the university of Maryland.
An artist-scholar, holton has exhibited extensively throughout
the us and abroad for over 25 years, at venues including the

Whitney Museum of American Art, Cleveland Museum of Art, and
the 7th International Biennale in Cairo, Egypt. holton is founding
director of the Experimental Printmaking Institute at Lafayette
College.

In spite of these three different motives of artistic practice, art remains an expression of individuality.
Art allows us the unique power to share and assert our values, beliefs, and struggles with the
human condition. When a work of art is at its greatest relevance, it is transcendent as a vision of
our collective humanity and community. These works often are labeled as masterpieces due to their
power and meaning that extends far beyond even the intentions of the artist, such as Pablo Picasso’s
“Guernica”.
It was a major challenge to select such a small number of works from the over 500 submitted for
consideration. After reviewing each work in its full presentation, I returned to review them multiple
times to evaluate the work. Slowly, I edited my list from an initial one hundred and twenty ive down
to seventy-ive, and eventually to ifty.
My process was grounded in three considerations, the irst being design. I asked myself, what is it that
I am looking at? What is its subject? What is its medium? The second was modulation, I considered
how the artist expressed and manipulated the subject. how did they utilize the medium of choice? Is
the work creative and powerful, is it smart art? Finally I considered the impact, how do I react to the
work? did it engage me? has the artist and their creation penetrated my consciousness with the force
of its creativity, authority, and passion?
The works selected for this exhibition not only represent the authorship of the artist, but they as well
encapsulate and engage all that view them. I am honored to have been invited as a juror and to be
allowed to add my voice to this creative endeavor.
Curlee Raven holton
david M. and Linda Roth
Professor Emeritus of Art
Executive director, david C. driskell Center
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sara Barat i
Caug ht in the Mid d le
Acrylic & Oil on Hand-cut Map of Hawaii
17.5 x 14 Inches
While living in China as an Artist-in-Residence from 2012-2016, I started combining the
Eastern technique of paper-cutting with a Western style of painting. Chinese paper-cuts
are not only decorative, but they also convey a message through symbolic imagery, such
as lotus, cranes, ish and more. In my work, I also wanted to make a parallel between the
Chinese meanings of the imagery and my personal interpretation from a Christian context.
In addition, living abroad caused me to research and relect on my own mix of Iranian and
Japanese heritage. With these experiences, combined with traveling and making friends
of diverse ethnicities, I began using maps in my work. The colors and lines of topography
create fascinating patterns, and they also stir up memories and imagination. Caught in
the Middle was inspired by the many stories of Japanese Americans living during WWII,
who were labeled “enemy aliens.” Because of fear and prejudice, tens of thousands
of Japanese Americans were forced into internment camps in the united states. using
imagery from Katsushika hokusai’s Great Wave and sadako sasaki’s origami cranes, the
artwork is meant to symbolize the hope and peace beyond war.

CyntH i a B j or n
Waiting o n th e Tide
Oil on Canvas
36 x 48 Inches
“Truth, Trust and Transcend” has been my spiritual mantra for the last 15 years.
While I would like to say that I have mastered this ideal state, it is something that drives my
thoughts and beliefs. I’ve learned to embrace each moment and let go of things that I cannot
control - trust God and I try to get out of the way. Much of my work is based on being present in
the moment – trying to ind peace amongst the chaos.

janE B ootH
Ely sia n Field
Acrylic on Raw Canvas
68 x 64 Inches
I see the process of painting as capturing the felt sense of life moving through space. using color
and mark, a snapshot is created of the open aperture through which one peers.
In order for the paintings to sincerely hold and transport this snapshot, the senses must be engaged,
as well as emotions and memory, to use a felt sense of color and mark. Tapping into this sense,
without a ixed narrative, creates unbound visual slices of life. The degrees of separation between
inspiration and fulillment are narrow. In these ways, yards and yards of raw canvas are illed, as
color is poured and marks are made.
Foremost, the work is grounded in space. My studio and home are on a ridge overlooking a large
open valley of lood plain, empty of houses and lights. Storms can be seen building 20 miles
away, and the stars come down to the horizon line. It’s in these broad spaces where I work and also
am most comfortable. Both the literal as well as internal landscapes inform canvas size; canvases
are sometimes monumentally scaled to relect physical depth or breadth, while smaller canvases
may describe more intimate landscapes.
The process is tactile, starting with raw canvas on the ground, into which thinned pigments are
mixed-poured-pushed into the canvas while it’s on the ground. The colors initially laid down
become the atmosphere and environment in which the painting lives. Then the canvas is tacked to
a wall and opaque mark making begins a free moving, playful intuitive process. Lastly is the quiet
work of looking, studying, adjusting, movements stemming from deeply interior shifts, gentle and
delicate, as a compass needle swings back and forth and inally slows, until the work comes into
balance.

lor ri E B oyd ston
24
Acrylic Mixed Media on Clear Panel
36 x 30 Inches
Lorrie Boydston’s work explores conceptual ideas of suburban life, architecture, time, environment
and spirituality through the use of paintings and mixed media works. Representational works
include scenes from everyday suburban life that we would normally take for granted painted with
a bold, charming style with emphasis on light and color. Recent abstract works incorporate a grid
pattern that speaks to the redundancies in suburban architecture and the underlying, imposed
structures of subdivision rules. Boydston’s loosely painted grid patterns are to her a reassuring
ritual that provides a sense of peace and belonging where we might otherwise feel isolated or lost
amongst the stress and turmoil of daily life. “24” is an informal, symbolic reference to suburban
life, time, religion and architecture with 24 clear spaces and 24 colored ceramic tiles balanced
among the grid.
Boydston received her MA in painting from the university of Missouri, Kansas City and BsEd
in art education from Missouri state university. she is currently teaching art and continues her
professional painting career in Kansas City, MO.

annE B r EwE r
Oh L o rd , W her e Did yo u Go ?
Photography
12 x 18 Inches
I pursued art through graduate school but reluctantly relinquished my interest for practical pursuits.
After decades in business, I retired and have enthusiastically re-embraced art. Today I enjoy
discovering images that relect the world around me, preserving the dignity and diversity of moods
conveyed in everyday scenes through digital images.
Life deals some punches. This image of a homeless woman graced by the light displays a connection
that transcends her dificult circumstances. But is it a connection that uplifts and transcends her
homeless circumstances? Or is it a cry of distress? What greater truth sustains her or any of us in our
daily lives?

j Enni f Er B ri CK E r- P u G H
Whe re the S k y Mee ts th e Ea rth
Acrylic on Canvas
72 x 48 x 1.5 Inches
As I sit on my paint covered stool in my studio, I stare at a blank canvas and wonder what story it
will tell. Every canvas tells a story and I am the author.
By combining bright, vibrant, full bodied color, elements of nature, and a dash of whimsy, I paint
stories that document my life and experiences.
The canvas is a page out of my journal…an entry about me, optimistic and positive, spontaneous
and free.

H i l l ary B rooK s
L uxur y Tax (C ag e)
Tampons, Pads, & Urinary Tract Vitamins
15 x 10 x 1 Inches
The height of extravagance is revealed through ornate fashion worn by the elite. Tampons, pads,
and other feminine hygiene products should not be thought of as an indulgence, but an essential
part of a sanitary lifestyle. By placing a luxury tax on feminine products, we have created a
destructive paradigm that punishes women.

H i l l ary B rooK s
L uxur y Tax (G od d es s )
Tampons, Pads, Urinary tract supplements on Styrofoam
17 x 17 x 1 Inches

j oE B u ssEl l
Ano ther After # 1
Mixed
14 x 11 Inches
My responsibility as an artist is to respond to the world at large. In this case this is an all consuming
reaction; one that has brought me back into the the street to march, yell “shame!” in front of the
White House, send endless messages to elected oficials and get involved in other projects. All the
while I make these new works that document the disaster we are going through.
Continue the good ight and hopefully we all will ind our way out of this upside down nightmare.

l au ra Carr i K E r
Asc en sio n
Mixed Media on Canvas
48 x 24 Inches
Realism in art has battled the camera since the 1800’s and now, in the 21st century, we are
inundated with selies, Facebook, Instagram and more. These images are usually mundane,
sometimes thought provoking or beautiful, but more often we witness the horriic and the
catastrophic.
This pervasiveness has challenged artists, both painters and photographers, to search for their own
unique interpretation of “what is art.” In my paintings I consider form, line, and color and search to
bring order out of chaos, a sense of peacefulness, and yes, even beauty.
do we need even more images? I believe we need the hand and the eye of the artist to bring a
human touch to this world of technology.

Eri C CarV E r
Indulg ing Ab duc tion
Urethane resin & Mixed Media on Panel
10 x 8 x 4 Inches
There is a realization when I decide who someone appears to be regardless of their actual
appearance. Physical aspects and character traits merge to create a gestalt-like persona in my
mind. Whether in-person, online, or through various planes of existence, these personas drift through
space and communicate with me. Instinctually, these interactions occur and existentially affect the
environment within which I work and draw inspiration from - for better or worse. I am drawn to the
uncertainties of the physical world and its inluence on the psyche. My latest works use biomorphic
shapes and skewed grids to capture and convey the essence of humanity in a state of limbo.

Mi CH aEl CH Er EPa K
Honey Tra ils
Watercolor on Illustration Board
6.75 x 6.75 Inches
I’ve worked at developing a personal vision since college. struggling. Contemporary art is currently
dominated by work expressing a social narrative. Often centered on politics, race, or sexuality. My
background, my passions, don’t lend themselves to these subjects.
I am a small ish. Passionate about the people and events that are close to me. Caring for the
details that comprise my day. Flowers serve as the starting point for my work. They show the joy,
variety, and play which may present each day. Ready subjects. Rich in visual possibility. I like to
relect on how the shapes and colors will interact and lock the image together. Urging the viewer to
wander through the image.
It’s an introspective narrative. Interested in the craft. Thoughtful about past work and curious about
what’s next.

Carol i nE Col B y- G on z a l Ez
Fe eling is P reten ding
Gouache on Watercolor Paper
6 x 8 Inches
This past year and a half, my work has served as a means of wrestling with the questions of
sexuality, intimacy and the institution of marriage. Having been recently married, I relected on my
parents’ marriage and the marriages of friends. In light of this, I found myself wanting to create an
image that represents a nuanced, realistic depiction of human sexuality in the context of marriage.
My desire is to avoid two common stereotypes regarding sexual intimacy in marriage: 1) marriage
as the pinnacle of human fulillment and 2) marriage as the death of self-identity. In light of this, I
do not necessarily offer a solution, but rather, I seek to create a space for dialogue and discussion
about an often dificult and misunderstood area of human relationships.
In this work, I took an autobiographical approach, situating the female igure/myself in a semiabstracted landscape reminiscent of lora/fauna, the forces of nature and an exploration of the
Eden idea found in the book of Genesis. The imagery points to a paradox: the fundamental desire
to be united to a person/person outside of ourselves and yet the terror and fear that comes with
the reality of that union.
In all of this, my desire is to highlight one common thing about the human condition: that we all seek
to experience the ininite through the inite.

ME ri K C oltr a i n
Transitio na l W in ter
Acrylic on Canvas
40 x 30 x .5 Inches
I approach the blank canvas with a blank mind, as in my mind confuses the process. It interrupts the
purity of the art and clouds my intentions. I like not knowing what I am doing while at the canvas
with brush and palette knife in hand. The color dictates itself and I try not to focus on ideas but
rather have no mindful intentions. It allows me to construct my art as I go and develop as it should,
on its own. Without myself, my concepts, outside forces and inluences, it comes about on its own. It
makes me feel free and like a kid again every time I paint.

K i rK d ECK Er
Hollywo o d En ding
Photography
12 x 18 Inches
From a series of Kansas City nightscapes, entitled Available darkness.
I enjoy making black and white photographs. I used to do a lot of darkroom work when I was
younger, and maybe it was all that time as a kid in the dark trying to make something beautiful
that has carried over into an afinity for darkness in my images.
I’m interested in the idea of darkness being more than just the absence of light. I’m interested in
what else the darkness is. darkness as a container for a deeper more complex unexpected kind of
beauty that lives in the iffy parts of town and doesn’t come out until 3:00am.
The lesser-known areas of Kansas City at night are just such places, full of unexpected magic and
beauty if one is willing to brave the night and go looking for it.
unfortunately, many of these beautiful old buildings and their amazing Kansas City histories are
being lost through demolition and disaster.
The goal of the nightscapes in Available darkness is to feature the overlooked historic buildings
that we still have, tell their forgotten stories and advocate for their appreciation and preservation.

K i rK d ECK Er
Jose
Photography
11 x 14 Inches
Jose’s portrait was made on a paper negative with an 8x10 view camera from the early 1900’s.
I chose this camera and medium because it is exceedingly simple - just a wide open lens and
a squeeze bulb to open and close the shutter. It is also exceedingly slow - minutes can pass in
between exposures. Conversation occurs, stories are told. I wanted these conversations and stories
to break the one way street that is frequently photographer  camera  subject = pleasing
likeness. I wanted photographer  subject (camera) = Portrait.
Jose speaks: having a camera pointed at you is an unnerving experience. how do you present
honestly without “posing” what you hope is the best side of you? how does one relax in such
circumstances? Kirk did this admirably by a suggestion to move slightly left or right, asking to ix my
gaze at a point somewhere near the camera’s lens, all the while engaged in an easy conversation
around old cameras, the love of art and life’s many twists and turns. In such conviviality trust reigns
supreme and pretense has no hold.
While I also work in digital, I made portraits on ilm now for the very qualities that when we shot
ilm (back then) were considered qualities to be avoided. I’m not looking for some sort of Ultimate
Quality in ilm. I’m looking for an aesthetic quality that incorporates the Japanese ideas of mono
no aware, wabi, and yugen, the transience of things, the broken cup mended with gold. For me
ilm is a reminder that perfection is not beauty, that it is our “laws” that make us beautiful. Our
hesitations, our censorships, are frequently self imposed limits based on our misconceptions of what
we see as different in ourselves.

MattH Ew d Er Ez i n sK i
Prog ress
Digital
8.5 x 17 Inches
This work incorporates layers of textural and organic imagery that draws upon my interest in
decaying architecture, nature and the Mid-Western landscape in which I live. This imagery, rich
in personally derived symbolism, is organized into mystical and mysterious landscapes. It is my
hope that the viewer can relate to the work on a subconscious or emotional level. While the stories
created in the work are not explicit, I incorporate symbols that, like signposts, encourage the viewer
to navigate the implied narratives in their own way, based on their own personal experience.

ME Gan EwErt
F ut ure L eg end
Oil on Canvas
30 x 24 x 1 Inches
“Persona” is a series that explores the creation of false narratives based on the idea of an
individual, time, or place that is removed from the context of reality. Combining narratives of
cinema, celebrity, mythology, and family history; “Persona” presents a group of work that surveys
self-representation through the ilters of nostalgia, idealization, and idolization. Each image
investigates how expressions of self-image differ from private to public spaces as well as how
constructed identities form the potential problem of loving, if not preferring, the idea of someone
over the individual.

ME Gan EwErt
Imag o : The Thr ee Ag e s
Oil on Canvas
20 x 16 x 1 Inches

wM dani El f i l E
Gloved Cha ins
Digital Photograph, Digitally Manipulated
16 x 4 Inches
As the artist, I am often asked to ‘explain’ a particular image I’ve made. In this instance (Gloved
Chains) I prefer to respond with a quote from Oliver Wendell holmes, sr. “One’s mind, once
stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimension.” Of course, I might equally quote
dominic Rouse, a writer from the Chicago Tribune. “You bring your baggage to my work and I’ll
bring mine.”

wM dani El f i l E
I’ m Melting
Digital Photograph, Digitally Manipulated
16 x 20 Inches
Aren’t we all. (Laughter) And yet, as the creatures most responsible for the stewardship of the
planet, should we be laughing?

GEnE V i EV E f ly n n
T he S na ke
Copper fabricated, chased and repoussé with a patina
14 x 10 x 4 Inches
The snake vessel has given me the voice to express myself about how the current administration has
taken a stance against immigrants, women’s rights and so much more.
When researching snakes and how they are interpreted in fables and stories I came upon a 1963
recording by Oscar Brown Jr titled The snake. The premise of the song was taken from an Aesop’s
Fable ‘The Farmer and the Viper’ This particular line from the recording resonated with me about
the current President of the united states and his approach to governing. “‘Oh shut up, silly woman,
‘said the reptile with a grin. ‘You knew damn well I was a snake before you took me in.’ “ This
verse has been documented as having been read at rally’s to rev up Trump supporters and voters
during the 2016 campaign as well as current rallies.

B Et sy forCa d E
Sand Wa ves
Photographic Pigment Print
21 x 27 Inches
I feel a profound reverence for those areas of our world that are wild, that follow their own laws.
Perhaps we can learn about our own humanity by opening up to the teachings of the natural world.
I love sharing the wonder, complexity and grace that nature offers us.

j oEl l E ford
Bloc k Pa rty
Globes, Birds, Blocks, Paint & Varnish
40 x 40 x 12 Inches
My work consists of the utilization of found objects. This has been my focus for many years - really
my whole life. My parents and grandparents, who lived through the depression, taughtme how
to make doll beds out of shoe boxes, and clothes from feed sacks. The habit of indingvalue in
unwanted or undervalued items continues in my work today. I have made art from gloves, paint
can lids, embroidery hoops, ruined paint brushes - items that some see as junk and I see as idle art.
I ind it challenging to work with found objects, and especially multiples.After collecting several
objects that are deemed interesting, and realizing the potential for obtaining many more, a hunt
begins. Estate sales, thrift stores, friends and family are my favorite sources.
In my studio and art history classes, I learned that art evolves. new materials and new ways of
implementing ideas have become the focus and basis of my work.

j Ef f fostEr
En erg y C risis
Digital Paint/Photography
12 x 20 Inches
I am captured and moved to interpret the emotional, mental and spiritual peculiarities of each
piece I am working on. Photographed and manipulated layers, ills, selections, scans and textures.
I create from what does and doesn’t have form, boundary or perception. To harness and solidify,
structurally change and reduce to essence. Listening for each piece to speak its identity and allow
for change but also to retain its freedom. Whether with my digital canvases or my found object
sculptures I collect and re-imagine colors, shapes and materials into new worlds to explore.

dan fru EH
Re c yc led Dinos a urs 1
Photography
26 x 19 x 2 Inches
dan Frueh lives and works as a photographic artist in Kansas City. he also owns and operates the
Trap Gallery in Columbus Park.
I photograph to capture the beauty I ind from the deterioration of the built environment. My
work portrays the inevitable decay of materials and surfaces people have made in an effort
to dominate and control their surroundings. Natural forces, as well as the continuation of human
manipulation, bring cracks, marks and color shifts to once pristine surfaces. The breakdown and
build-up of the urban environment brings a constantly changing landscape of concrete things. some
changes are purposeful, some accidental. some changes come in the name of progress, some in
the name of entropy. My work seeks to capture the sublime in the everyday, and inspire others to
ind beauty in the world around them. My passion for photography comes not only from a desire to
create, but also from a deep appreciation for the depth and beauty that exists all around us.

G lor i a Ga l E
Ozark at Dusk
Acrylic
12 x 16 x 1.5 Inches
I want the environment right in my face. This works to my advantage as a landscape or
‘plein air’ painter. I paint in acrylics, outdoors, interpreting all that nature provides. In
blistering sun, soggy socks, or ice bitten breath painting in plein air is a challenge - one that
accompanies each and every outing. My desire is to capture a moment in time; a creative
slant on the essence of place. This piece happens to be my take of an Ozark view with
night moments away. No matter where I am, I’m looking at it with sticky eyeballs. For me
it’s breathing and touching, smelling and hearing oceans of prairie grass or whistling pines.
Being in nature, I urge those who eventually ponder my work to consider saving a slice. This is
my mission.

Ma tthew Ga rc ia
We Are All Fa llen
Etching and Silk Screen with Chine-collé
11 x 15 Inches
We have not become civilized just well organized; we can no longer be distinguished from the
beasts that surround us. We work with a pack mentality and destroy the weakest so that the
strongest can prevail. We have been wild from the beginning though we walk in human skin. We
strive to understand the subtleties of the universe and yet we fail to understand the subtleties of
ourselves.
Throughout time we have used the natural world to explain the way of our own, in myth, religion,
folklore and science. We personify, dissect, observe and interact with nature to understand a little
more about ourselves. We have a natural connection with lora and fauna because we see our own
relection, yet we have made them a commodity.
I am trying to exempliies some of the subtleties of the universe and the connections we cultivate
with nature that surrounds us. My work touches on the beauty of life by juxtaposing it with death,
the idea that life becomes more beautiful with the realization of our own mortality. I am also
striving to create imagery that questions the eternal, the temporal and the present. I utilize space,
both the physical negative of the image plane and celestial, to create a tension between the
idea of “everything and nothing.” I am trying to force the viewer to question the world around the
subject.

MattH Ew Ga rC i a
You c an play b ut yo u c ant win
Etching and Silk Screen with Chine-collé
11 x 15 Inches

raCH El l E Ga r d n E r- roE
Re ading B etw e en L in es ( d etail)
Ink on Paper
44 x 30 Inches
Mixed media artist Rachelle Gardner-Roe works in lace; literally, abstractly, and sculpturally.
“Reading Between Lines” falls in the middle category by using overlapping layers of cursive script
to create a lace-like effect. Conceptually, this self-portrait is a method of capturing consciousness
by recording the artist’s streaming thoughts as well as the meditative repetition of particular
thoughts and phrases. here, the layering of text serves not as a diary or journal, but rather as a
portrait of essence, a yearning attempt to be free from ego or gloriication.

K yra Gross
Imma c ula te C on c ep tion II
Oil on Canvas
60 x 42 x 2 Inches
I use painting, ibers, performance, and DIY publications as a means to analyze the implications
of the Bible Belt on how people view themselves, others, and their communities from an
anthropological point of view. I am speciically interested in reexamining Christian fundamentalist
narratives regarding women, myths of virginity, and Eve’s original sin. These Christian tropes have
a long pictorial history (i.e. Madonna, Pieta) that I am interested in obscuring for the sake of
providing a new perspective into these scenes.

j Enny H aH n
En lig hten
Acrylic on Board
48 x 36 Inches
“Painting is my connection to the mystery. When I show up to the canvas, I am aware of a profound
creative energy over which I have little control, but through which I am continually humbled and
amazed as I let go and ‘trust the process’. I feel that I am co-creating with a force greater than
myself.
My work could be described as a mirror to a deep inner reality, as well as a relection of the
expansive universal. The deeper within we go, the more we ind our vast, innate oneness. My daily
meditation practice and love of nature and color informs my process.
I paint in vibrant color mostly using acrylics, either on stretched canvas or on board. Working layer
upon layer, I allow the images and symbols to emerge organically and shift as they develop. It
often feels like I’m receiving the image rather than creating it—like a midwife bringing new life into
the world.
My intention is that the work will speak to the viewer on a profound, soul level—stirring curiosity
and instilling joy.”

ti M H aH n
Ou t o f the Co rn er of My E ye
Acrylic on Wood
46 x 43 x 1 Inches
I like to make things.

j onatH an H i G B EE
Giza , Eg ypt 1
Photography
12 5/16 x Inches
Too many countries around the world consider me a criminal for the “crime” of being gay. some
governments (Tunisia) are more extreme and throw men in jail for “looking gay” — whatever that
means. so, I’ve decided to no longer let oppressive governments stymie my three big passions: men
(my husband, speciically), travel photography and, you know, self-preservation. With the help of
the Google street View camera I’ve been making photographic work in locations I’ve genuinely
dreamed of visiting since childhood, like Northern Africa. The resulting collection of travel and
street photography I’ve been able to make in these anti-gay countries is “Forbidden City.”

K wanza H u M P H r Ey
Am eric a n Drea min g
Pencil on Paper
9 x 12 Inches
Like many, I began drawing at a very early age. drawing was a medium I could get lost in, with
my imagination and thoughts. Painting for me is a natural extension of that process. While it is a
completely different medium, the emotion I bring to it is the same. As with any medium, it is a form
of expression.
I have been painting for over 20 years with this latest series started in the past year. I grew up
here in Kansas City, graduating high school from Lincoln Academy. It was there I was encouraged
to pursue art as a profession from Ms Claire Martin-West. I attended Missouri Western state
university where I took several painting classes from Jack hughes. his approach was very hands off
unless you were really needing help. I appreciated his approach as it allowed me to develop my
own voice. I graduated from there in ‘98 with a Bachelor of science degree in Commercial Art with
an emphasis in painting and illustration. My irst exhibition was at the Albrecht Kemper membership
show in ’96 where I won best of show for my painting “Blue Funk.” My painting “Waiting” recently
sold at a charity auction for 10% over list.

K wanza H u M P H r Ey
Ms Flo ra
Oil on Canvas
30 x 24 Inches
There is a method to what I create. I start with a pencil or charcoal drawing on paper as a guide.
sometimes it’s just one drawing. Other times it’s several, but it’s always in black and white. I reserve
color for painting. I like the spontaneity it can bring to the canvas. I use color and deliberate
brushstrokes to create character, conversation or a feeling. I rarely mix colors when I paint. I like to
use the raw color and have them mix optically. I enjoy creating a contrast between what you see
far away and what you see up close. When I paint, I try to capture an emotion and feeling that you
wouldn’t normally see. Painting is an emotional experience for me, so much so that it’s hard to put
into words the way I work. sometimes I have a conversation with myself and shape a feeling. Other
times I just let go and let my subconscious take over where color and brush are the medium I use to
communicate.
The human form and face is the subject that I gravitate to paint. I enjoy people and scratching
below the surface to show the essence of humanity. We all present a mask to the world to protect
ourselves from the unknown. I’m looking to get past that façade and show the human connection
we all share. I try not to explain everything visually. I try to paint so that you look at something
and see the emotion in it. I think we all bring something personal to the table. Your experience will
allow you to see something no one else does, or you may have a similar connection with your fellow
viewers. My goal is for my work to resonate with you in some way. I hope on some level it does.

anGi E j Enni n G s
You ng a nd the De ad
Archival Pigment Print
8 x 8 Inches
My work tends toward solitary emotion on the verge of eeriness by working with light lairs,
soft focus, and darkness. The use of certain applications applied to the image helps create this
almost eerie feel. These also relect my personal state of mind during different times of my life.
Depression, lonesomeness and solitary relection. The emotion of the images show the abstract truth
of my inner conlicts and help me to transcend the complexity and move forward.

janE j oH an n sEn
It aa g yn
Watercolor on Paper
20 x 16 Inches
“We’re in this together. Because these girls are our girls. They are us. They each have the spark of
something extraordinary inside of them just like our daughters – and our sons – and their fate is
very much our responsibility.” -First Lady, Michelle Obama
since returning to the united states in March 2017, after two years abroad in Ethiopia, I have
spent many hours relecting on our current political climate and my responsibility as an artist to “The
Resistance.” To be honest, I have felt like a hypocrite. My work over the past two years has been
focused on gender equality and the importance of education amongst females in a developing
country. To much consternation, it is apparent that those issues are as much of a priority in a nation
where I hold my citizenship, as they are in an impoverished country.
On May 1, 2017, the Trump Administration announced its intention of revoking funding for Michelle
Obama’s initiative through the Peace Corps, “Let Girls Learn.” This announcement hit a personal
chord and made my heart sink. Instantly I felt as a nation, we turned our backs on our global
responsibility for the advocacy of others who need and want it. While in Ethiopia, I worked directly
with the “Let Girls Learn” initiative for projects directly beneitting rural female and male students.
For a minuscule fraction of the federal budget, we were able to directly empower 70 students and
local leaders and indirectly many more in gender equality, self eficacy and education.
As an artist, it is my responsibility to bring the truth of these issues to light through brushstrokes.
Itaagyn, the subject of this painting, is a youth leader of the growing change toward a more
gender equal Ethiopia. For the viewer, I hope it will inspire the willpower to continue in the ight
against our own misogynistic administrative state. If a developing country can progress in this
manner, so can we. I trust wholeheartedly we as a nation can transcend the challenges placed
before us. I choose to paint because it is a form of advocacy for those who need a voice; and now
is the time to speak up.

tara K arai M
Rebec c a
Acrylic on Canvas
40 x 30 Inches
Is there a right way to portray the modern woman in art? If so what is it? Who is this modern
woman really? These are the questions that drive me. As an art historian, I have been confronted
with all of the wrong ways that men have portrayed women throughout time. I am certain there is
no one correct answer, but I am determined to try.
In my current work, I am taking a new route to portraying women. I’m interested in how women
want to be portrayed. Isn’t the true essence of being a modern woman, being what you want to
be? I have embarked on a path where I ask my female friends, family, and colleagues how they
see themselves and how they want to be seen. I am the recorder of their interests, personalities,
achievements, and essences. I intend to show the depth and variety of women and I hope to
empower them by legitimizing their choices in large, beautiful paintings.
The painting Rebecca is the irst of this series. Rebecca is passionate about health and itness and
chose to be depicted doing her favorite lift – the squat. she is proud of her strength and dedication
to her healthy lifestyle. My naturalistic style captures all the detail of her surroundings and of her.
I hope that the amount of detail makes the painting feel heavy to mimic what Rebecca must feel
mid-lift. I also use realism and a lot of detail in hopes of mirroring the amount of depth and detail
in these women’s lives.

su san K i EfE r
God (d ess)
Charcoal, Pastel & Relective Mylar
30 x 22 Inches
Creating beauty is the driving force of my art, even as I seek to challenge and expand my
conception of what is beautiful. Fascination with sensuous or numinous qualities, with what is hidden,
forbidden or overlooked, fuels choices of subject. My current work focuses on the politics of religion,
especially with regard to misogyny, and its effects on people’s lives.
I employ a variety of media in my work, primarily painting, but drawing, printmaking and artist
books are also important vehicles for my art. The piece in this exhibition, Goddess, questions the
assignment of gender to deity and proposes that the way we envision a god relects how we want
to see ourselves.

ada KoC H
St a tue o f L ib e rty
Mixed Media on Canvas
48 x 24 inches
In the last three years, my paintings have taken on a politically charged focus as I have become
more frustrated with politicians’ maneuvering, frightened by increased violence in our communities
and abroad, and disheartened by fake news. Recently I have begun adding mixed media
elements to my paintings so that newspaper clippings, photos, and even us dollars are collaged
into the acrylic and oil paintings to add layers of texture and meaning to the works.
during the elections, I became so disillusioned that I got cardboard boxes out of the dumpster
behind my studio and painted the top us government buildings on the cardboard trash, even
tearing it in places, and placing dollar bills just visible beneath the painted surface. The calculated
carelessness or incompleteness is allegorical of the state of a nation facing struggle and in need
of help. Paintings of happy children are surrounded with printed images of guns, and the statue
of Liberty sheds a tear, and stands on the blood of those who have died so that our country could
have freedoms and liberty. These details make the paintings more complex as the viewer comes
close to read “hidden” articles or see that the holes representing the stars in the American lag are
really bullet holes from a shotgun. The political work has provided a release of my frustrations and
helped to stimulate conversations with viewers so that different points of view can be shared.

Ma rK K u y K En da l l
Jaz teen
Acrylic on Canvas
30 x 40 x 1.5 Inches
I am a therapist and an artist. I develop personal relationships with my pieces like I do with my
clients. My therapeutic style and the way I approach art often cross over. I view the struggle of
making art as a parallel to the act of living. I have begun each piece, agonized over it, abandoned
it, allowed my subconscious to chew on it and returned to it over and over, sometimes for the better,
sometimes for the worse, each time adding or subtracting, always trying to give it “what it needs.”
For me, understanding how the brain evolved was the key to understanding the human experience.
I’ve tried to apply this in my approach to my art. My clients and I are often dealing with problems
or issues for which there are no suficient words. These themes ind themselves expressed in my
art. Like my clients, my paintings change over time as a result of conscious effort. My paintings
demonstrate moments of insight, elation, satisfaction, etc., layered over moments of disappointment,
frustration or shame. My art means to demonstrate a sense of action over time, evoking forms that
suggest common things without that evocation ever being complete enough to be named. ultimately,
I hope my art engages people enough to feel a sense of conscious and subconscious changes made
over time.

K i M l i ndaB E rry
POTUS Fo rty- Five # 7
Shadowbox: Coprolite, 24K Gold Leaf, Gilded Frame, Brass
13 x 13 x 4.5 Inches
What appears to be precious and valuable is only an illusion when the truth of what lies beneath
the surface is revealed. Alluring at irst glance the central element of this composition is a 24k gold
leafed coprolite (fossilized prehistoric feces). It’s the perfect metaphor for POTus Forty-Five.

Mi K E lyon
Dinh
Drawing in Five Ink Colors
30 x 22.5 Inches
After a three-day karate special training, I asked one of my juniors, dinh hoang, if he would model
for me. his eyes had ‘that look’ people get after hard practice, and I wanted to show that kind of
metaphysical clarity.

H ayEs Mart En s
Int ense
Graphite Pencil
16 x 16 Inches
Hayes Martens enjoys experimenting with multiple mediums while lirting around the limitless
possibilities of realism. Mr. Martens develops his works from the documentation of life and his
environment, then transfers them into a format that is easily understood. his family, outdoor
activities, travels and life’s observations are his inspiration. While Mr. Martens favors oils and
graphite pencils, he also works in watercolor, color pencil and charcoal in his portraits and
landscapes.

andy Mau GH
Porta ble A rc h ite c tu r al Ves s el # 1
Wood, Paint, Lighting
50 x 43 x 38 Inches
My work is a widening of ideas for materials and compositions left unfulilled from more pragmatic
projects from my home, an exploration of possibilities, which ruminate while building a deck or
inishing an extra bedroom for example.
I enjoy making my work accessible, using everyday building materials and inviting people to live
with and interact with my sculptures and installations, in much the same way one would experience
architecture or nature.
Constants throughout my work such as wood taken either directly from nature or purchased from a
lumberyard ask questions about the themes and materials presented and the context in which we
view them.

H u GH MErri l l
Capita l
Etching Digital Monoprint
40 x 32 Inches
Art functions as an active force in bringing about social justice.
Art is a long-term studio activity free from the conventional reality.
Art is proof of resistance, a testimony
Art is meditative
It is up to the artist how to use these conditions, for myself they go hand in hand, My work is a
private contemplation, a life time of developing a language of marks and spaces, My work as
a community artist, leading to the development of a not for proit Chameleon that has fought
oppression, and actively worked to help youth at risk and others oppressed by the system. My
studio work swings back and forth between the personal and the active. My work is not stylistic, but
truthful to my personal and social concerns.

K ri sti n P ow Er s n ow l i n
Sw eets to the S w e et: Te mpting M o rs els
Woodblock Print on Paper
11 x 15 Inches
For many years, my work has explored how American culture deines and determines race. In the
past, my artwork has represented the various ways that popular, scientiic, or academic cultures
have identiied the race of a given individual. Skin color, hair type and color, facial features, and
bloodline have all been explored and exploited as ways to include or exclude people from one
category or another.
My current body of work responds to images used in print paraphernalia of the 1920’s-1950’s,
including, among others, Norfolk and Western Railroad travel brochures promoting Virginia as “the
land of romance, hospitality, and beauty”; other travel brochures carrying the slogan, “Carry Me
Back to Old Virginia”; and Maxwell house Coffee ads. The original, idealized images that these
advertisements featured are challenged and expanded in the black and white woodblock prints,
perhaps showing a more accurate reality; according to science magazine, nearly 4% of European
Americans have some African ancestry, while the average African American is nearly 25%
European. Additionally, the series includes collages which are a fusion of the original woodblock
prints. New narrative possibilities are explored and questions raised, often with no clear answer
or story. While these are open to interpretation, my underlying criticism of that era of our nation’s
history comes across in subtle, yet derisive ways. This history played a signiicant role in shaping
America, both economically and socially, and has had a lasting impact on both individual families
as well as America’s complex social fabric.

l au ra nu GEn t
Undisc overed Co un tr ie s # 2 0
Acrylic on Canvas Board
7 x 5 Inches
I have long been a Formalist when it comes to painting. A restrained color palette and loose idea
of pattern inspire my initial composition. My method of layering paint, with both transparent washes
and thick, dripping coats, creates depth and allows for accident. My hand is apparent in each
imperfect line that is painted. These works show a tolerance for letting the materials speak without
correction.
“undiscovered Countries” is a series of non-representational small paintings that employs traditions
of Minimalism, Color Field, Pattern Painting and textile arts. As these related works progress
in my studio, I have been struck by the intensity contained in each surface while remaining free
from ostentation in design. As I observe a connection between the series and our most basic
national symbol, the lag, I have grown a new narrative. Flags are used in environments where
communication is challenging. They are signaling devices. They advertise and decorate. They unite
and, with great tumult, divide.

sH a rron P E rry M a n
Toxic Thinker
Digital Print on Photo Luster Paper
11.34 x 16 Inches
Who hasn’t given the environment a thought or two?
Where do you stand on the idea of global warming?
What is the real impact of our way of life on the world around us?
My images are digital ones. Kind of plays into the idea of our modern world and the whole
technological discussion, doesn’t it?
This is an all inclusive attempt to speak out for anyone who has an opinion...whether a “fence sitter,”
a mildly interested-but-what-can-I-do-about-it mentality, or a full out fanatic about saving the
world. some fun, and some serious takes on the world environment right now.

jason P i GGi E
Gray Gho st Tr ee
Photo
1825 x 2738 Inches
I am a passionate photographer, ilmmaker, producer and writer. My desire is to create thought
provoking and inspiring works.

K atri na rEV En au G H
Th e Wo rld L oo ks Ba c k
Hand Printed Photographic Transfer & Acrylic on Panel
24 x 24 x 1.75 Inches
With my work, I hope the viewer appreciates grafiti and street art in a whole new way. I
photograph it, extract little bits and pieces from my shots and use them like found objects to create
layered abstract collages and patterns on wood, metal or fabric with a very painterly quality.
Traveling is when I’m immersed in some of the most visually chaotic, raw and brilliant environments.
I love to spend hours researching the street art scene of a particular city, mapping out stops and
wandering into local haunts to inquire about the best (or the worst depending on one’s perspective)
places to ind new source material— a decaying wall, a section from a tagged tunnel loor or
a small portion of rusty metal. In the inal work, the essence of the grafiti is still there, but it’s a
totally reimagined piece.

CH i C o sans
Superzero : Dr. Dumb
Acrylic on Canvas
12 x 12 Inches
I ind great pleasure in studying shadows, both visually and metaphorically. Stretching across time
and space, optically distorted silhouettes of objects appear everywhere; evidence of an obstruction
of light or perhaps a component of phantasmal hallucinations. According to Carl Jung, the shadow
is the primordial component of the psyche, functioning as a deep well for human darkness, thereby
fueling the creative energy in an individual and potentially helping to manifest the unrealized self.
he believed that “the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a light in the darkness of mere
being”.
For me, creating art is an exercise in illusion. This illusion is a form of entertainment, both for myself
and others. The exercise helps keep me aware and open. I conjure up most of my imagery with
a stream-of-consciousness approach. Initially, a shadow comes to mind that suggests the shape of
something. If I have a subject in mind, then that helps shape the shadow. I then create the illusion
of volume and space by adding detail, which gives way to more shapes and detail, colliding
with each other to form a composition. The initial shapes allude to the unrealized potential of the
subject at hand, but where detail ceases to exist, I am suggesting the value in negative shapes and
ultimately referencing shadows, further narrating my subconscious.
I explore many ideas that come to mind, no matter what they may be, which is essential to allowing
myself to think freely. My interests in archaeology, the environment, music, socio-political issues,
skating culture, cartoons, 80’s culture, and random nonsense have all inluenced my work. Subject
matter and visual language can change drastically from one body of work to the next, sometimes
with no connection at all. I am simply illustrating one frame, from one story, from one point in time in
my imagination, all the while paying heed to my shadow.

CH i C o sans
Superzero : P ro fe s s or Yu k
Acrylic on Canvas
12 x 12 Inches

tj tEMP l Eton
Tu m blrin a
Oil on Canvas
48 x 24 Inches
My work is inspired by the human condition, social justice issues, and the balance of private and
public. I tend to blur the line between reserved intimacy and narcissistic exhibitionism - not just
in the portrayal of my subject matter, but also in my role as the creator. I rely heavily on the use
of the human igure and interior environments to illustrate these concepts. Visually, I work almost
exclusively in a realist and igurative aesthetic from direct observation.
I approach each work of art as a speciic project with its own formula and solution. As such, my
media spans nearly all methods of two-dimensional image making and frequently crosses into
three dimensions. This approach to artmaking results in a wide variety of techniques and media
in my body of work: while some concepts require painting or printmaking, other concepts may
require video or performance. Tumblrina, the piece selected for this exhibition’s them: “Truth Trust
Transcendence” is a testament to our selie culture and the trust (or lack of) that accompanies the
common “bathroom selie” that is frequently shared on social media and dating apps. The subject
expresses themselves in the ultimate truth: nudity, yet intentionally crops off their own face to
protect their identity; as if to say “I want your attention enough to show you my body, but I don’t
trust you enough to share my face.”

rEB EC Ca toM Bau G H
Girl Who Pa in te d a Fla g
Pen & Ink
24 x 17 Inches
I paint with pen and ink, I call them “inkings”. I paint what I see and feel in my everyday life. I’ve
lived in Kansas City since I was born. I love this place and like to paint everything and everybody
in it. “Girl Who Painted a Flag” was painted from a photo I took at the Kansas City Women’s
March in Washington Park on January 21, 2017 at which I was participating.

Mi CH aEl tooM B s
Contemp la tio n of Ju s tic e
Acrylic on Canvas
36 Inches x 24 Inches x 1.5 Inches
As a visual artist, community activist and educator, I have worked in the KC Metropolitan art scene
for 25 years. Along with mural painting, textiles and sculptures, I found an important niche needed
in community engagement. Through my multidiscipline work, I developed the art form of interactive
arts education. This creative process has been successful engaging community members and students
from elementary through university level. The process engages the participants at all levels of
creative development. From design conceptualization to social interaction or actual project process
the community is involved.

frE d trEasE
Crushed
Photography
20 x 20 Inches
how quickly things can change.
As it has been for the vast majority of Americans the days after November 8th, 2016 have been a
time of great personal turmoil. This photograph was taken on a bright sunny morning while walking
the dogs. It perfectly summed up everything that I had been feeling. As with many others I have felt
the need to do something. I’ve made phone calls, written postcards and marched in protests from
Kansas City to Washington, dC. I’ve always thought it important to make art or to make trouble as
the moment requires.
Let’s see what we can stir up.
Resist!
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Kelly Finn
Julie Marie Flanagan
Iris Fletcher
Ingerlene Frick
Nicolas Gadbois
Ben Gasser
smokey Graff
Connie Grifith
Teresa Grove
Tony & Linda Gutschenritter
Johanna hanks
Benjamin harley Ingle
Teresa harrison
Kristi hawes
John hayes
Louanne hein
Mark hennick
Lori hill
Teigan hockman
Jack & Karen holland
Char hunt
Roy Inman
Kelly Johnson
Marina Johnson
Jeff Johnston
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Lydia Jones

Andrew Julo
Joseph Jurkiewicz
Tara Karaim
Elise Keeling
Carol Keifer-Johnson
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Mark Kielkucki
John Knell
Jan Kobe
Matthew Krawcheck
stacy Krieg
Kelly Kruse
Mark Kuykendall
Cecilia Labora
don Lambert
stephanie Lanter
deborah Lawless
Mary Lee
Kellie Rushelle Lehr
stephen Locke
Tanya Lueck
Adri Luna
Bill Lyons
Lydia Mallison-Jones
dan & Koral Martin
Kimberly Ann Martin
Tom Matt
Andy Maugh
Gregory & Mary McCoy
Isaac Meek
Lakisha Mitchell
Barbara Mizik
Cathy Moffett
Cheryl Moran
Trey Morgan
Barbara Myers
Mark Needham
sharon Nigus
Janet O’Bannon-Kalt
Maxim Okuonghae
Peri Olitsky

Jon Onstot
Anson Ornery
Andrew Owens
Taylor Painter-Wolfe
Cormac Palmer
Joyce Elaine Parker
Carlo Pascolini
Candi Phillips
shelly Pinto
Tim Pott
Kristin Powers Nowlin
Alexander Raine
Jim Ramirez
sophia Reed
Rebecca Marie Richmond
Patricia Iris Roney
Jeffrey Ross
Terry Runyan
Tex & Peggy sample
Tiffany schank
Tom schiller
Laura schons
Kate schroeder
Ryan schwarzenberger
harold smith
simone smith
Bethany springer
Mary stanford
Betty sterling
Becky stevens
Travis stewart
stephanie summers
sue surface
sumire Taniai
TJ Templeton
susan Tinker
Tyler Tolle
Paul Tosh
Fred Trease
Cindy Tsutsumi
Wanda Tyner

Lynette ubel
Pat Veno
Nancy Vuolo
Lee Walker
Kira Wietschel
Gary W. Williams
Jessica Wisneski
sandy Woodson
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Teresa MasTro
Maltese Falcon
Mastro’s geometric abstractions are made from many detailed sketches
with thin layers of acrylic painted over to bring out the desired effect.
she gains a great satisfaction in developing the design and executing
it without tape.

Taylor PainTer-WolFe
Cresent City Blues
The series “Don’t look Down” is made entirely of wool felted and
dyed by hand. she is inspired by aerial photography, satellite
images, and maps. The details of a place are stripped away leaving
only an elegant design of intersecting, overlapping, shapes, colors,
and lines.
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lynn Peters is a professor of sculpture, ceramics and design, currently teaching at Moraine Valley Community College in Chicago, il. Ms. Peters has
worked in the art industry doing architectural restoration and in her own business making pottery for retail and wholesale markets. she studied at
sheridan school of Design, ny state University at alfred and rutgers University; and has completed traditional apprenticeships, both in production
pottery making and mold and model making. nomadic by nature, she travels and works between Toronto, nyC, and Chicago.
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